PMC RWANDA
BROADCAST MAP BY PROVINCE
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**Nord Province**
Radio Rwanda frequencies 88, 93.5, 95.1, 100.7, 103.2, and 106.8 FM
Radio Salus frequencies 97.0 and 101.9 FM

**Ouest Province**
Radio Rwanda frequencies 88, 92.8, 94.6, 95.1, 97.6, 100.7, 101.1, and 103.9 FM
Radio Salus frequencies 97.0 and 101.9 FM

**Sud Province**
Radio Rwanda frequencies 88, 97.6, 100.7, and 103.9 FM
Radio Salus frequencies 97.0 and 101.9 FM

**Est Province**
Radio Rwanda frequencies 88, 92.4, 93.5, 100.7, 103.2, 103.9, 104.7, and 106.8 FM
Radio Salus frequencies 97.0 and 101.9 FM
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**IMPANO N’IMPAMBA (“A GIFT FOR TODAY THAT WILL LAST A LONG TIME”) IN KINYARWANDA**
AIRING OCT 2014 - OCT 2015 OVER RADIO RWANDA - NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
AIRING FEB 2015 - OCT 2015 OVER RADIO SALUS - COVERAGE REACHES 90% OF NATION
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